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Abstract
◎ As a result of the research and review on the functions for which the blockchain is necessary in a diversity of fields for 

realization of the Internet to serve the useful value to a great number of humans by remedying the absurdity and 
imbalance of the existing industries by utilizing the specific superb security and authentication functions and others of the 
blockchains, since it was considered that the QRsPAY Coin settlement system to allow all types of payments by the 
cryptocurrency, the direct transaction shopping malls with the settlement carried out by Coins without distribution margins, 
the Cash Per Scan Click system predicated on the unique QR Code (Serial Number, Wide AI) developed independently 
and others could replace the existing industries, QRsPAY (QRP) came to develop the QRsPAY blockchain platform. 

◎ The system can be operated in a normal way in the Bitcoin blockchain open source of which the security and scalability 
have been verified. 

◎ The QRsPAY settlement system to enable the execution of transactions in the online and offline commercial markets 
based on the mediation of the cryptocurrency by utilizing the advantages of the mobility, rapidity, low commission, 
security and anonymity properties of the cryptocurrency will not only allow the Coins to serve the role of the main 
international currency by substituting the existing currencies but also enhance the quality of living as well as furnish the 
economic benefits since the P2P direct transaction shopping malls where the producers and consumers execute the 
transactions directly based on Coins without the distribution margins will supply the products to the consumers without 
the distribution margins. 
Moreover, the QRsPAY platform authentication/certification query service applicable to the certification of genuine 
products, advertising, learning contents, authentication query and compensation of discount points at affiliated stores and 
others was designed in reflection of the philosophy of sharing to provide and donate the economic value to the people 
around the world. 

◎ QRsPAY Platform retains the powerful partners and the robust markets. 
- China Lawyers Association (Bukdugunhap): Execution of cooperation agreement for certification of genuine products, P2P 

direct transaction shopping malls, commercial trading of excellent products and others (Oct. 18, 2018).
- Execution of SPC agreement among Beijing Manghongchuiji International E-commerce LLC, 2 state-owned companies, 

Greenudia and others in China (Oct. 18, 2018) 
· Execution of agreement for incorporation of a joint venture company for cooperation over the e-commerce and WeChat 

businesses 
- UDAX: Cooperation with Gwangchai Group in China for progress of initiatives for development and listing of Coins at 

the exchanges as the exchange of Coins. 

◎ Major Services offered at QRsPAY Platform
- Development and supply of the special QR Code (Serial Number, Wide AI) developed for the first time in the world. 
- Development of the cryptocurrency settlement system for online and offline commercial transactions based on the 

integration of barcode, QR code and the blockchain and assumption of the practical role as the main international 
currency 

- P2P direct transaction shopping malls for excellent products: Execution of direct transactions between the producers and 
consumers without distribution margins (the innovational QRsPAY settlement system) 

- Authentication query of unique identification labels (advertising, learning contents, discount points at affiliated stores) and 
Coin compensation
· Authentication query of special secret QR Code (Serial Number, Wide AI), tracking of history, tracing of locations, 

payment of Coins
※ The circumstances for progress of business were prepared for certification of genuine products as to the industrial 

products supplied to the domestic markets in China with the target of 50 million of infants, children and pregnant 
women and for supply of related products. 

- Trading: The agreement was executed for establishment of an SPC as the platform for commercial trading at the bonded areas 
(Chongqing, Beijing, Zhengzhou and others) in China and the circumstances have been prepared for supply of imported products 
and for progress of businesses. 

 GREENUDIA
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Ⅰ. QRsPAY Project Summary
1. Introduction

Dear Investors! Have you ever thought why the blockchains could change the world and why 
individuals could live a fair and happy living if they pull together their strength?

In the meantime, the authoritative intermediaries such as the government, banks, business 
enterprises and others have led the age of information through the Internet based on the 
information networks implemented by the Internet. At present, as the way to the Internet world 
of value is opened, the individuals are creating their own world without the need for the 
intermediaries and the transactions are being executed with the communities based on trust. 
We are currently at the beginning stage of the age of blockchains which will rule over the 
world for 30 years into the future. 

In the future, when one comes into contact with the blockchains (Coins) or a certain economic 
act is carried out, the judgment should be made after understanding the background for 
introduction of the blockchains described above, the details regarding 'What is the blockchain?', 
'What is the distributed ledger relative to the blockchains?', 'What is the cryptocurrency coin 
which is related to them?,' 'Which blockchain businesses will render the business opportunities 
in the perspective of a business person?' and others. And in the standpoint of the investors, 
the decision should be made for conduct of business or investment after review of which 
blockchain platform and coin will be diversified in their use in relation to the 4th industrial 
revolution and will have their value appreciated due to the steady use. 

The blockchain engineers, business people and Coin investors are recommended to take this as 
the opportunity to assure the business success of the business persons and the safe investment 
profits of the investors by carrying out the investment based on the proper understanding of 
the history of blockchains to pioneer the 4th industrial revolution, the sprit and philosophy of 
the blockchains and their technology and functions, the distributed ledgers, coins and others.  

2. Paradigm
Whereas the Internet has rendered the services for e-mails, Internet searches, e-commerce 
transactions, SNS networks and others, the blockchain is a fundamental technology to give its 
influences on the other technologies such as the cryptocurrencies, the Internet bank/digital 
financing, the data certification infrastructure, election, public records and others. 

The blockchain is one of the most promising technology in the future. Up to a certain time in 
the past, the direction for development and service was determined, with the corresponding 
issues raised, based on the security, transparency, decentralization, instantaneousness, scalability, 
efficiency, low-cost and convenience properties retained by the blockchain technology but more 
recently the blockchain distributed ledger and coin functions came to newly attract the attention 
and the possibility of survival is considered high depending on the case of the actual services 
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rendered, the development strategies of the potential users or if there are users to the projects. 
The blockchain technology is being attended to as the core infrastructure technology for the 
4th industrial revolution in the future and as the technology for change of the paradigm and 
to assume its leadership for 30 years in the future. 

The reason why we understand the blockchain technology as the technology for change of 
paradigm rather than the fractional and innovational technology is because of the "essence of 
blockchains" to enable the creation of "trusted networks which are capable of allowing the 
transactions between individuals without the need for any authoritative intermediaries 
(government, banks, business enterprises and others)."

It was the reality of economic structure that the people got engaged in the dependent 
economic social activities mostly by participating in the business models whereby the 
authoritative intermediaries capable of certifying the trust took the leadership and control and 
whereby most of the profits were taken by a limited number of trusted institutions. However, 
given its intrinsic characteristics of "decentralization" and "distribution" and its ability to enable 
the creation of the "trust networks among individuals," the blockchain technology is the 
technology to destroy the fundamental framework of the economic structure and is not only 
rapidly changing the future business model to the "P2P-based business model" but is also 
creating the blockchain paradigm age to change the overall fundamental social framework en 
masse irrespective of the borders. 

Moreover, since the trust is assured in relation to the administration and transmission of data 
in the networks among individuals without the need for any authoritative intermediaries 
(government, banks, business enterprises and others), the participators (possessors of coins) 
advocating this blockchain technology (coins) can determine the future of blockchain 
technology (community participating in coins) through the democratic decision making based on 
the autonomous consensus algorithms.   

Particularly as the technology to enable the rational decision making based on the democratic 
methods deviating from the social structure ruled by the centralized control which used to be 
maintained by the institutional authorities such as the authoritative intermediaries and others, 
the blockchain technology contributes to the assurance of more transparency across the overall 
society, is already realizing the world without paper money in the "currency autonomy age" 
where everybody can issue and mine the currencies and is being attended to as an alternative 
for the new social innovation to demolish the framework of the limitations, inequality and 
others of the existing institutional systems across the overall society such as the politics, 
economy, culture, arts and others.  

Of late, owing to the participation of the enthusiastic supporters to advocate the blockchain 
technology and even with the enhanced investment fever added, the blockchain markets are 
rapidly emerging as the new markets for creation of wealth, which turns out as the 
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unprecedented phenomenon even to the extent that the terrains of global wealth can be said to 
have begun to change in that they are the markets established with the focus laid on the 
individuals but not the business enterprises as in the past. 

In summary, the virtual world (territory) of blockchains is being expanded with the community 
based on the P2P trust networks without the need for any authoritative intermediaries, that is, 
the enthusiastic supporters and participators of the blockchain technology assuming the role of 
new agents, and the blockchain technology is heralding the end to the age where an extremely 
limited number of existing institutional authorities used to command the control as the 
dominator and took most of the profits exclusively and opening a new world where the spirit 
of sharing as the basic philosophy of the blockchains is realized with the control and profits 
shared by the individual (coin) owners so that the individuals may establish, operate and 
execute the transactions based on the P2P systems predicated on the blockchains without the 
intermediaries and with a part of the profits donated to the social organizations and others. 

Now, the existing Internet shopping malls, Internet services, communities, search sites and 
others which used to be operated by specific business enterprises in a monopolistic position 
with the predominant profits taken exclusively are expected to be gradually driven out and 
replaced by the P2P transactions without the need for any intermediaries. 

After passing the Internet age for the last 30 years behind us, we are now at the beginning 
stage to receive the age of blockchains which will reign the 30 years into the future.  

3. Limitations of Existing Cryptocurrencies
The existing currencies used to be issued by specific groups with the inflation fomented, used 
to serve as the means for high-cost financial transactions, used to be debited to the account 
only after 5 days if remitted to overseas countries with an exorbitant sum of fees charged for 
exchange and remittance but no evident alternatives were available. 

The altcoin cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin, Ethereum, Ripple and others will serve as the 
means for low-cost financial transactions and are being evaluated as the alternative currencies 
of the new type with the intervention of the central bank and government minimized. 

Further on from Bitcoin which was recognized for its usefulness as the currency (risk-free 
asset), the Ethereum represented by the smart contracts accomplished another round of 
evolution by proving its scalability as a cryptocurrency and thenceforth it is the current 
situation that a diversity of altcoins are being created by presenting the varied business 
evolution models in a bid to overcome the technological and functional limitations of Bitcoin 
and Ethereum. 

So far, the cryptocurrency market with the development and growth cared for by the engineers 
devoid of the business experience used to exhibit the tendency to aim the technology-led 
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currency failing to accommodate the diversified demands of the real economy. Based on the 
recognition of the undeniable reality that the cryptocurrency can survive only if a 
cryptocurrency is developed which can create the ecosystem to suit the real economy based on 
the speed, scalability, anonymity and other properties after overcoming the limitations of the 
technology-led cryptocurrencies, it is now considered imperative that the cryptocurrencies should 
be born anew to suit the needs of the market.  

As an aggregate opinion, it was our judgment that the blockchain platform coming with the 
diversified functions to satisfy the needs of the market should be developed and serviced 
though the advantages of the existing cryptocurrencies should also be succeeded. 
 
As the convenient, safe and innovational project integrating the existing barcode, QR code, 
blockchain app. scan authentication/certification query and Coin settlement functions, the 
QRsPAY Platform will be serviced as the platform for the main international currency of the 
cryptocurrencies to efficiently and safely replace the settlement functions of the existing real 
currencies and the credit cards. 
 
And while operating the P2P direct transaction shopping malls for the excellent products with 
the settlement made by the Coins with convertibility to cash at stores without the distribution 
margins and the practical QRsPAY Platform project was contrived for advertising, learning 
contents, authentication query and reward system of the discount points at affiliated stores and 
others and the business plan and White Paper came to be prepared with the technological 
development embarked after completion of the design works. 

QRsPAY Utility?
1) Authentication/certification (genuine products, advertising, learning contents) query and 

reward system
① Independent development and use of unique special secret QR Code (Serial Number, 

Wide AI) for the first time in the world 
② Development and service of the perfect online and offline forgery prevention system in 

the area for prevention of forgery where there used to be no effective response 
measures for the distribution of fake products  
- Protection of brand, documents, public certification marks, protection of tax revenue (liquor, 

cigarettes, revenue stamps), pharmacy and food products, financing, industrial articles 
2) P2P direct transaction shopping malls without distribution margins

① Settlement by cash and Coins for purchases
3) Integrated (Bar/QR code, blockchain, cash exchange) settlement system 

① Saving of fees of affiliated stores (credit cards), reduction in the settlement period
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Ⅱ. Introduction of Technology and Systems  
Project Title Technology System

1. Online and offline 
QRsPAY blockchain 
settlement system

① The world-first coin settlement system
② Blockchain distributed ledgers

(integrated blocks, payment blocks, 
distribution blocks, reputation administration 
blocks)

③ QR code authentication and coin 
settlement process technology

④ Process technology business entities for 
cash settlement for producers and 
payment by consumers linked to Coins 
(sales, services), payment system linked 
to Coin and cash

① Coin settlement integration system (Bar Code, 
QR Code, Blockchain Data, App Scan 
Certification)

② QR Code authentication and Coin settlement 
system

③ Cash settlement for producers and settlement 
payment system linked to Coins for 
consumers 

④ QRsPAY global blockchain distribution 
system
- Mobile, Web, blocks integrated with IOT 

and product registration, Payment, 
distribution, reputation administration 
blockchain distributed ledgers

⑤ Interface systems
- Product registration system
- Distribution tracking system
- Reputation system

2. P2P direct transaction 
shopping malls without 
distribution margins

4. Development and supply of 
special QR code (Serial 
Number, Wide AI) 
developed for the first time 
in the world

① QR Code algorithm input and creation
   (Date/time, random numbers, serial number)
② Creation of specialized labels (hidden 

signs, images) for all or a part of the 
packaging sheet for products

① QR Code creation and algorithm automatic 
printing system

② Wide AI QR Code creation and printing 
system

③ Scan authentication/certification query system

5. Authentication query and 
reward system for unique 
identification labels

① Blockchain distributed ledgers for tracing 
of country of origin (query of history)

② QR Code Scan authentication query and 
reward blockchain process technology

① QR Code Scan and blockchain distributed 
ledgers for tracing of country of origin, 
authentication query and reward system

② Applicable fields
- Certification of genuine products, 

advertising, learning contents, authentication 
and reward of discount points at affiliated 
stores  

System Diagram of QRsPAY Global Blockchain Distribution System
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 Ⅲ. QRsPAY Platform
With most of the altcoins including the Bitcoin, it is the current reality that the coins are being 
planned, designed and developed for implementation of the speed, anonymity and decentralization 
properties by the software developers as the leaders and the coins having only the plan for 
technology development often succeed in ICOs even without the white paper and these problems 
have not yet been remedied to date or they are not being progressed in the way initially 
intended.

Nevertheless, there are some coins which manage to create their own ecosystems based on their 
functionality such as the role for mediation of exchanges assumed by Bitcoin, the overseas 
remittance function of Ripple (XRP), the security function of DASH, the privacy function of 
XVG, the video contents function of LBC, the cloud storage function of SIA and others but 
most of the solutions based on blockchains are not being serviced with any reliable functionality 
and nor is the prospect clear whether they will survive in the future. 

By adopting the Bitcoin algorithm (SHA256) open source with the scalability and processing 
speed of the blockchain algorithm proved as the predicating technology of the blockchain, the 
QRsPAY blockchain platform has prevented the waste in time and economic resources necessary 
for its development. 

In the future, by operating the integrated coin settlement system (barcode, QR code, blockchain 
data app. scan authentication) for the first time in the world so that QRsPAY cryptocurrency 
may be publicly accepted and used based on the optimized systems, the QRsPAY platform plans 
to provide the service for payment with coins by the buyers and for payment by linkage in cash 
to the business entities to enable the consumers to purchase the products or services with coins 
by way of the commercial transactions through the online and offline channels. 

In addition, a diversity of ecosystem services will be provided by utilizing the special secret QR 
code (Serial Number, Wide AI) including the operation of the certification query system of 
genuine products based on the blockchains, the tracing of history and locations, the authentication 
query and coin reward service, advertising, learning contents, certification and reward of discount 
points at affiliated stores and others. 

Moreover, the QRsPAY platform service is expected to be heavily utilized, in the technological 
and functional dimensions, for the certification system of genuine products under progress by 
China Lawyers Association (Bukdugunhap) for which the early deployment of QRsPAY platform 
service is anticipated, the direct transaction shopping malls of excellent products, the businesses 
related to the bonded areas in China, the joint venture business for e-commerce transactions in 
China and the WeChat business and others and these services will be used as the blockchains 
beneficial to the world. 

Particularly, since WHO has prescribed that the cigarettes can be distributed in the global 
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markets from 2020 only if the unique identification labels are displayed on the products on a 
mandatory basis and the tracing of history is allowed, the QRsPAY Platform designed to enable 
the tracking of locations as well as the authentication query and tracing of history is expected to 
successfully enter the market for prevention of forgery on a substantial scale.  

Ⅳ. QRsPAY Platform Service
By developing and operating the QRsPAY blockchain settlement system to enable the settlement 
in the blockchain cryptocurrency represented by the QR code by way of the individual wallets 
implemented based on the blockchains and the automatic linkage with and payment in cash in 
the fields of commercial transactions and services within the online and offline market places in 
replacement of the existing payment methods based on the barcode, credit card or cash, the 
payment and settlement service to eliminate the problems of the high commissions of credit card 
services and the delayed collection of the consideration of the commercial transactions after 
settlement can be realized by allowing the business entities to execute the transactions in 
exchange with the coins and to immediately receive the cash at a low commission from the 
QRsPAY platform system which recognizes the coin transactions and progresses the procedure 
for conversion into and payment of cash. 
Moreover, based on the following services rendered including the P2P direct transaction shopping 
malls of excellent products implemented based on the blockchains and to establish the direct 
connection between the producers and consumers, the QRsPAY payment system is expected to 
be utilized for practical purposes more than any other precedent cases.

And by operating the QRsPAY services coming with diverse ecosystems tailored to the needs of 
the markets based on the introduction of the services for certification of genuine products, 
advertising, learning contents and the Coin Per Scan authentication system for discount points at 
affiliated stores and others, the QRsPAY Platform will develop the fair blockchain industries and 
practice the spirit of sharing through the promotion reward services and thereby enabling the 
services to be utilized across a broad range as follows as a Coin with excellent functionality and 
efficiency. 

First
With the presumption that the scale of utilization and functionality of Coins will be the biggest 
when they are associated with the market places and the commercial transaction services 
predicated on the online and offline channels, the blockchain system to allow the settlement in 
QRsPAY Coins and the linkage with and payment of the existing currencies is expected to 
provide the services of the highest value. 

Particularly, by being operated as the system to enable the settlement by coins for the 
commercial and service transactions through the online and offline channels, the P2P direct 
transaction shopping malls for the excellent products without the distribution margins based on 
the development as the integrated (barcode, QR code, blockchain data app scan authentication) 
coin settlement system, the QRsPAY Platform will carry out the role as the main international 
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currency to create the true ecosystem of the cryptocurrencies and enhance the use value of the 
cryptocurrencies.  

Integrated QRsPAY Payment System

Flow Chart for QRsPAY Payment

Second
Moreover, the service for authentication/certification query (certification of genuine products, 
advertising, learning contents, affiliated store points and others) of unique identification labels 
based on the utilization of the special QR code (Serial Number, Wide AI) developed for the 
first time in the world retains the potential for popularity and universal applications and the new 
users will steadily be increased as it is continuously utilized when the QRsPAY Platform service 
is deployed.  
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The certification of genuine products, tracking of the history and location information and the 
coin reward system with the unique identification labels based on the utilization of the special 
QR code (Serial Number, Wide AI) developed for the first time in the world will prevent the 
forgery of products including the major and industrial products, HALAL products, green products 
and others and the reward promotion function based on authentication/certification will continue 
to create the competitive innovational global markets. 

Third
In regard of the products sold through the department stores and online shopping malls, an 
exorbitant cost is borne by the consumers since they have to purchase the products at the price 
including the significant distribution margin which is shared among the manufacturer, the 
department store/wholesaler and the seller by one third each. 

What will happen if there is a system without the need for any intermediaries and the distribution 
margins? What will happen if there is a system without the need for any intermediaries and the 
distribution margins? It is presumed that the P2P direct transaction shopping mall service without 
the distribution margins and predicated on the blockchains can get rid of the existing systems. 
Now, the day will come sometime when the role of the large-scale online shopping malls, 
department stores and others will be diminished. As the market is formulated where the genuine 
products are distributed and the fair transactions are executed, the global distribution order will 
also be streamlined in a rational and systematic way. 

To this end, the QRsPAY Platform will establish and operate the P2P direct transaction shopping 
malls for the excellent products where the producers and consumers will execute the transactions 
directly without the distribution margins and they will serve as the innovational shopping malls 
to return the economic benefits back to the consumers since the consumers will buy the products 
directly without the distribution margins.  
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Based on the operation method of the QRsPAY Platform, a certain amount is required to be 
deposited on a conditional basis in proportion to the scale of service utilized and the consumers 
make the settlement in the QRsPAY Coins by scanning whereas the business entities provide the 
goods or services in exchange with the QRsPAY Coins. Since it is the system to have the 
Coins paid for settlement be automatically exchanged with cash in the QRsPAY Platform, the 
innovational payment system of the main international currency will be created as the actual 
purchases of the products and services are made by way of the system. 

The P2P direct transaction shopping malls without the distribution margins are planned to be 
operated as the shopping mall which allow the settlement only by the PAY Coins in the future. 

For rapid and efficient operation of the shopping malls, the producers will be required to deposit 
the amount equivalent to the products supplied by each producer with the distribution margin at 
30~40% of the same amount added in cash in the first stage and the amount of distribution 
margin at 30~40% of the supply amount will be paid in QRsPAY Coins for expansion of the 
new ecosystem for the payment system. 

(Cash Settlement Method)

In the second stage, the settlement for all purchases of the products by consumers will be 
carried out by using QRsPAY Coins so that the settlement system of QRsPAY Coins can be 
activated to enable the Coins to assume the role as the main international currency.  

(QRsPAY Coin Settlement Method)

For propagation and popular use of the same service, it will be arranged to be applied to the 
products supplied to the infants, children and pregnant women in China first and it is also 
planned to progress the service for certification of genuine products and the reward of coins for 
the food products and the products for infants and children exported for the 12~15 million 
babies newly born each year. 

Like these, there are innumerable businesses which can be replaced by the blockchains and the 
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versatile functionality of QRsPAY Coins can secure the users of the Coins in a broad range. 

Each of the above services was contrived and designed on the basis of the experience to have 
progressed the diversified projects including the project for prevention of forgery implemented as 
the leader staff, the project for e-commerce shopping malls, the examination and funding of 
projects and others and, particularly, the services for authentication and reward of unique 
identification labels, QRsPAY Coin settlement system and the P2P direct transaction shopping 
malls for the excellent products without distribution margins are the projects prepared with 
ambition by the leaders of the development teams with lots of experience in development of 
blockchains. 
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Ⅴ. Functions and Distribution of QRsPAY Coins
The QRsPAY Coin is the project coming with the continuity and interoperability among the 
diverse functions and services which can be accepted and used by the public in the global 
market places. 

The certification of genuine products, advertising, learning contents, authentication query of 
discount points at affiliated stores and the QRsPAY reward system based on authentication are 
the authentication/certification systems most suitable to the blockchains and the transaction of 
products and advertising in the online and offline market places, learning contents, discount point 
promotion at affiliated stores and others can be accessed by using the QRsPAY APP Wallet. 
And the producers of products, distributors, advertising agents, business entities of learning 
contents and the business entities operating the affiliated stores should possess the coins to be 
provided to the consumers who need diversified rewards after authentication/certification queries 
and the coins can be possessed after directly purchasing through the P2P channels at the 
exchanges with which the QRsPAY Coins were listed.  

Moreover, the QRsPAY Coin retains the versatile functionality and scalability to allow the 
complete replacement of the settlement methods based on cash by way of the service for direct 
commercial transactions between the business entities and consumers, the service for P2P direct 
transaction shopping malls for excellent products without distribution margins and others.
As the coin predicated on the blockchains and without the fees for transfers, the QRsPAY Coin 
has a short transaction processing time and the hacking is impossible. 

(Movement and Transaction System of QRsPAY Coins for Each Type of Business)  

Category Transaction System of Coins

1. Online and offline QRsPAY 
settlement system

① The consumer purchases and holds QRsPAY Coins. 
② The consumer purchases the products (services) with QRsPAY Coins. 
③ The business entity converts QRsPAY Coins into cash.

2. Authentication query and reward 
system of unique identification 
labels 

① The business entity (producers, advertising agents, provider of learning 
contents, affiliated companies) purchases and holds QRsPAY Coins.

② The consumer conducts the authentication query of QR code and 
authentication reward is paid by QRsPAY Coins.

3. P2P direct transaction shopping 
malls

① The consumer purchases and holds QRsPAY Coins. 
② The consumer purchases the products (services) with QRsPAY Coins. 
③ The business entity converts QRsPAY Coins into cash.
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Ⅵ. QRsPAY Summary
1. Outlines of QRsPAY Coin
Category Description

Brand QRsPAY Coin (QRP)

Concept

The QRsPAY Platform operates the main international currency service for commercial transactions for 
settlement with coins predicated on blockchains, the P2P direct transaction shopping malls without 
distribution margins and the authentication query and reward system for certification of genuine products, 
advertising, learning contents, discount points at affiliated companies and others based on the utilization 
of the special QR code (Serial Number, Wide AI) developed for the first time in the world. 
This is the service whereby the QRsPAY Coins are directly paid for settlement in the commercial 
transactions for purchase of products and services and the business entity immediately exchanges the 
coins with cash at the QRsPAY platform which has secured the distribution fund for the commercial 
transactions.  

Objectives

The authentication query and reward system is operated for certification of genuine products, advertising, 
learning contents, discount points at affiliated companies and others based on the utilization of the 
special QR code (Serial Number, Wide AI) developed for the first time in the world and the P2P direct 
transaction shopping malls for excellent products without the distribution margins are operated.

Moreover, the QRsPAY Coin was designed with the aim for use as the payment system in the global 
market places with the establishment of the system to allow the settlement for all commercial 
transactions to be made by QRsPAY Coins by converting the QR Code Data and Coins into the 
blockchains (distributed ledgers) for practical popular acceptance and use of the cryptocurrency. 
① System Flowchart

- QRsPAY Platform Cash Deposit → Consumer settles the payment after purchase of products by 
QRsPAY Coins → Business entity provides the products (services) and converts the Coins into 
cash

② Related Service 
- Settlement with Coins for online and offline commercial transactions, establishment and operation of 

P2P direct transaction shopping malls for excellent products without distribution margins
③ Type of Operation

- First Stage: Test operation with the products and franchise services from the business entities related 
to QRsPAY

- Second Stage: Entry into the online and offline settlement markets to suit the scale of fund raised for 
exchange between the Coins and cash. 

Project Period ⦁Development of Technology: Nov. 2018 ~ Dec. 2019
Scale of Total 

Issuance 12 Billion EA
Time of Listing 

Planned Dec. 2018

Agent of 
Operation GREENUDIA Co., Ltd

Differentiation of 
Technology The open source predicated on Bitcoin was adopted.

Plans for 
Issuance and 

Use

① ICO(Exchange) : 15%
- QRsPAY Coin Fund for Guarantee of Main International Currency: 7.5%
- Development cost: 3.0%
- Maintenance cost: 1.35%
- Marketing: 1.05%
- Legal: 0.3%
- Business procedure cost: 0.3%
- Operating cost: 1.5%

② Business & Other : 85%
- QRsPAY Coin for Guarantee of Main International Currency: 13.3%
- For settlement of distribution margins at P2P direct transaction shopping malls for excellent 

products: 12.5%
- For Coin reward for authentication query for advertising, learning contents and discount point at 

affiliated stores: 5.0%
- For reward of Coins for authentication query for purchase of genuine products: 6.7%
- For Reserve Fund: 11.7%
- For Advisors/Officers/Partners: 33.3%
- For donation free of charge (education of children, broken families, support of projects for 

protection of infants, children and pregnant women, marketing communities and others): 2.5%

Development 
Leader Group

⦁Jong Hyun Kim (CEO, Planning & Infrastructure Design)
⦁Yun Mi Jang (Planning Design)
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2. Characteristics of QRsPAY Blockchain Platform
When the problem occurred ㅍin relation to the scalability with Bitcoin, Ethereum and others 
in the middle of 2017, only Bitcoin could resolve the scalability problem by Segwit X2, Hard 
Fork and others despite the worldwide influx of users and the open source of Bitcoin 
(SHA256 + SHA3 complex) algorithm suitable to QRsPAY Platform service was particularly 
utilized as the base technology of the blockchains. 

3. Brand Logo
For establishment of the fair and equitable allocation structures by the activation of P2P 
transactions among the individuals and in order for the reasonable and fair procedures to be 
progressed in regard of the inflation, remittance, exchange, use and others related to the 
existing real currencies, the QR code and cryptocurrency were developed by integrating the QR 
code, scan function and the cryptocurrency on the basis of the blockchains and the QRsPAY 
blockchain platform was designed with the aim to enable the settlement for the online and 
offline commercial transactions based on the mediation of the Coins. 

Since the QRsPAY Platform was contrived for the aim to facilitate the sound and reasonable 
financial and commercial transactions, the brand logo was designed by combining the QR code 
with the Coin PAY function.  
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4. MISSION and VISION
MISSION VISION 

⦁Development and supply of 
advanced software technology 
based on AI

⦁Wide AI QR Code 
⦁Blockchain algorithm
⦁Domain addresses based on blockchains 

⦁Role of main international 
currency for commercial 
transactions assumed by 
QRsPAY Coin (QRP)

⦁Recognition of QR code data based on blockchains and development of 
Coin distributed ledgers

⦁Settlement of commercial transactions with Coins and immediate 
withdrawal of cash deposited for security

⦁Creation of the world where QRsPAY Coins are used in all 
commercial transactions 

⦁Progress of the absurd Internet 
industry and equitable allocation 
of outcomes

⦁Replacement by the blockchain industry where the agents of 
business economic activities execute the transactions directly
- Creation of the cryptocurrency world where the blockchain 

system mediates the movement, transaction and exchange of 
assets 

⦁Promotion of direct transactions 
between individuals

⦁Realization of the trust protocol implemented based on cooperation 
and encrypted codes so that people may execute the 1:1 
transactions with mutual trust wherever they may be

⦁Industrialization of the main 
functions (security, 
authentication, transaction and 
others) of blockchains

⦁The genuine products are distributed and the consumers and 
producers execute the transactions directly.

⦁Realization of low commission rates, rapid purchase of products and 
investment across borders

⦁Contribution to the growth of the 
world economy by deployment 
of the businesses with low 
commission rates and without 
the need for any intermediaries. 

⦁Direct transaction shopping malls for excellent products without 
distribution margins

⦁Direct transaction sites of Coins and brokerage exchanges

5. Issuance Plan
1) Supply and Demand of QRsPAY Coins

 

Supply (Issuance) Demand

Total Supply 12 Bil. EA (100%) ⦁ICO : 1.8 Bil. EA
⦁Business & Other : 10.2 Bil. EA

ICO 1.8 Bil. EA (15%)

QRsPAY Coin fund for guarantee of main 
international currency 7.5%

D evelopm ent cost 3.0%
Maintenance cost 1.4%
Marketing 1.0%
Legal 0.3%
Business procedure cost 0.3%
Operating cost 1.5% 

Business 
& Other

10.2 Bil. EA 
(85%)

QRsPAY Coins for guarantee of main 
international currency 1.6 Bil. EA 13.3%

For settlement of distribution margins at 
P2P direct transaction shopping malls for 
excellent products

1.5 Bil. EA 12.5% 

For certification query of advertising, learning 
contents and discount point at affiliated stores 0.6 Bil. EA 5.0%

For reward of Coins for certification 
query for purchase of genuine products 0.8 Bil. EA 6.7% 

For Reserve Fund 1.4 Bil. EA 11.7%
For Advisors/Officers/Partners 4 Bil. EA 33.3%
For donation free of charge (education of 
children, broken families, support of 
projects for protection of infants, children 
and pregnant women, marketing 
communities and others)

0.3 Bil. EA 2.5%
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2) Information on Issuance of Coins
① Explanation on Total Quantity of Issuance

- The total supply quantity by issuance of Coins is 12 billion EA and the quantity is 
composed of 1.8 billion EA procured through ICO at the beginning of the project and 
10.2 billion EA to be used for the services of the QRsPAY Platform, which will be used 
after allocation to meet the different types of demands. 

- The total issuance quantity of QRsPAY Coins is explained in detail below. 
→ First, in regard of the 1.8 billion EA to be offered through ICO, Pre-ICO, ICO, 

Global ICO and others are planned to be progressed and after listing the Coins early, 
the Coins left over after ICO sales will be directly sold at the exchange with which 
the Coins were listed to procure the project costs.    

As the Coin with versatile functionality, all of the businesses planned for QRsPAY 
Coins will be inaugurated from the second half of 2018 to the end of 2019 and the 
platform was designed to suit the increased demand for the Coins as the use of Coins 
is augmented in a sequential order over a period of 3 years. 

After the period, in order for the QRsPAY platform services to continuously expand 
the use of Coins, the Coins should be purchased through the exchanges and therefore 
the shortage is expected in the circulation quantity of the Coins.  

→ In regard of the remaining 10.2 billion EA of Coins, the Coins will be controlled so 
that they may be used for the purpose of each service and, for transfers between the 
services, listing of additional Coins and others, the additional Coins will be listed by 
adjusting the listing quantities so that any adverse influences may not be shed on the 
value of the Coins listed already and the appropriate level of QRsPAY Coins may be 
issued and utilized in addition depending on the other businesses or services added to 
the QRsPAY Platform. 
In this case, the decisions will be made based on the policies of Leaders Staff and 
the compensation will be separately planned for the existing owners of Coins.   

② Value of Coin
- The perfect certification system of genuine products can be implemented owing to the 

development of the special secret QR code (Serial Number, Wide AI) for the first time 
in the world. 

- It is the cryptocurrency intended as the main international currency to be used as the 
innovational and efficient means of settlement for the public commercial transactions in 
the global online and offline market places and to be used for the automatic payment 
systems of cash. 

- The settlement is made directly by using QRsPAY Coins in the P2P direct transaction 
shopping malls without distribution margins for the first time in the world. 
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- Retention of Large-scale Global Partners
→ China Lawyers Association (Bukdugunhap), Incorporation of a joint venture SPS 

corporation for the commercial transaction platform in China (joint venture sales 
company in China, China National Information Corporation, Beijing Manghongchuiji 
International E-commerce LLC, Greenudia)

→ 3 locations within the bonded areas in China and Chinese bonded areas in Korea 
(Incheon, Jeju)

- Size, Persistence and Scalability of QRsPAY Platform Services
→ The QRsPAY Project is the system designed for promotion of QRsPAY Coins for 

public use through the actual use of the cryptocurrency for the online and offline 
commercial transactions based on the system to allow the consumers to settle the 
payment for the scan purchases (service) by QRsPAY Coins and to enable the sellers 
(service business entity) to immediately convert the Coins received into cash at a low 
commission. 

At the initial stage of the project, the system is planned to be first implemented in 
the sector of the franchise affiliated stores which have lots of users though the 
transaction amounts are small within the range of the reserve fund available for 
conversion of Coins into cash and by procuring the sizable funds, the world where 
the payments for the online and offline commercial transactions are made by QRsPAY 
Coins by scanning the QR code is planned to be gradually opened.  

→ In addition, the certification of the genuine products, advertising, learning contents, 
authentication query and reward of discount points at affiliated stores, the 
authentication query and reward system of the genuine products and others based on 
the utilization of the special secret QR code (Serial Number, Wide AI) developed for 
the first time in the world will be positioned as a new authentication query and 
reward business of the blockchains. 

The global market size of the service for certification of genuine products (the market 
of fake products at around USD 650 billion annually) covers about 15% of the total 
market and the global market of cigarettes is a sizable market of 350 billion packs 
annually. 
Since WHO has prescribed the requirements to carry the unique identification labels 
and for tracing of history information from 2020, the certification system of genuine 
products predicated on QRsPAY blockchains is expected to take an advantage in entry 
into the service market for prevention of forgery in the global cigarette market based 
on its functions for prevention of forgery, tracing of history information and tracking 
of locations. 
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Moreover, the printing of unique identification labels and the related certification 
market are expected to be expanded to the markets of auto parts, cosmetics, medical 
products, prestige products and others and, based on this trend, the coin reward 
promotion service related to them is planned to be deployed as a strategic business. 
Since the Leader Staff retains the abundant experience to have conducted the 
development of technology and marketing activities for the global as well as domestic 
markets for more than 5 years, the business circumstances are furnished in place for 
progress and further growth of the QRsPAY Platform services. 

3) Explanation of Services, Market Environment and Potential Customers for Commercialization 
of Coins

① QRsPAY Coin Settlement System

Detailed Service 
Name

Existing Industry System System Based on Blockchains
  Market Environment 

and Potential Customers

Coin Settlement 
System for 
Online and 
Offline 
Commercial 
Transactions 
Based on the 
Combination of 
QR Code and 
Blockchains

⦁The proprietary PAY 
system of each 
company cannot be 
utilized publicly.

⦁Risk of hacking
⦁Execution of 

transactions by cash 
such as dollars.

(problem of delay in 
remittance across 
borders)

⦁Burden of credit card 
settlement fees 

⦁Settlement system with QR code 
and blockchains combined to 
allow the public use globally

⦁Elimination of the risk of 
hacking for being based on the 
blockchains

⦁Rapid conversion of Coins into 
cash by business entity

⦁Application of low commissions 
for execution of transactions by 
Coins (resolution of the 
remittance problem across the 
borders)

⦁Producers, consumers
⦁Distributors
⦁Sellers
⦁Service business 

entities

② P2P Direct Transaction Shopping Malls for Excellent Products

Detailed Service 
Name

Existing Industry System System Based on Blockchains
   Market Environment and 

Potential Customers

P2P direct 
transaction 
shopping malls 
for excellent 
products

⦁Direct control of 
distribution margins, 
operation types and others 
by the authoritative 
intermediaries

⦁Application of high 
commissions and delayed 
receipt (about 5 days) of 
payment after settlement 
if settlement is made by 
credit card

⦁System to allow direct 
transactions between 
producers and consumers 
without distribution 
margins

⦁Settlement by Coins at low 
commissions 

⦁Immediate conversion of 
Coins received into cash 
by the business entity 
through QRsPAY Platform

⦁Global business entities
⦁Global consumers
⦁Products used by infants, 

children and pregnant 
women in China

⦁Online and offline 
commercial transactions 
and service markets
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④ Unique Identification Labels (Certification of Genuine Products, Advertising, Learning 
Contents, Saving Points at Affiliated Stores)

Detailed Service 
Name

Existing Industry 
System

System Based on 
Blockchains

Market Environment and 
Potential Customers

Coin reward service in 
case unique 
identification label 
attached by producer 
is certified through 
mobile devices after 
purchase of products

Holograms attached to 
products unable to 
assume proper roles in 
fake product markets 
due to forgery

Certification and reward by 
scanning the unique 
identification label printed 
on the product based on 
special secret QR code 
(Serial Number, Wide AI) 
with mobile phone 
(immediate use of Coins)

⦁WHO mandated unique 
labels and history tracking 
for cigarettes from 2020.

⦁Application to auto parts, 
medical products, cosmetics, 
prestigious products and 
other areas

⦁Fake product market at USD 
650 billion annually

⦁Chinese domestic consumption 
products (lawyers association)

Advertising 
certification and 
Coin reward service

Payment of saving 
points in case 
advertising displayed on 
products is certified 
(saving points 
inconvenient for use) 

Certification and reward by 
scanning the advertising 
notices in public service 
advertising, newspaper, 
magazines, buses and 
subway trains by mobile 
phone (immediate use of 
Coins) 

⦁Product PR of manufacturing 
entity

⦁Government agency PR 
through public service 
advertising

⦁Project PR
⦁Publicity of events 

Learning certification 
and reward based on 
learning contents

-
Certification of learning 
achievement for each step 
and Coin reward

⦁Language learning
⦁Academic subject learning

Discount points at 
affiliated stores

Electronic stamps, 
saving of discount 
amounts (use after 
saving a certain 
minimum amount or 
only at the same 
affiliated store)

Payment of discount points by 
Coins (immediate use possible, 
use at diverse locations 
allowed)

⦁Stores for commercial 
transaction of services

⦁Restaurants, sales stores of 
products and others
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4) Unique Features of QRsPAY Coins
① Development of cryptocurrency settlement system for commercial transactions through 

global online and offline channels and the assumption and preoccupation of the roles as a 
practical main international currency

② Retention of large-scale global strategic partnership
- China Lawyers Association, Beijing Manghongchuiji International E-commerce Trading 

LLC. in China, state-owned companies, bonded areas in China, UDAX
③ Development of special secret QR code (Serial Number, Wide AI) for the first time in 

the world and operation of the perfect certification system of genuine products
④ Introduction of a diversity of certification and coin reward systems based on the utilization 

of the superb certification system functionality of blockchains
⑤ Discovery of customers for varied services and expansion of systems and the Coin 

ecosystems based on continued uses 
⑥ The Coins not claimed due to failure to carry out the certification based on 

authentication/certification query and reward system of unique identification labels are 
vested in the company after settlement as of the end of each year (increase of assets 
expected due to Coins not claimed due to the failure at around 20~30% each year).

⑦ The volume of QRsPAY Coin use will be continuously increased as they are used as the 
mediation coins for the Coin settlement system for online and offline commercial 
transactions, the specialized P2P direct transaction shopping malls without distribution 
margins, the certification and reward system of unique identification labels and others. 
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5) Development Plan Roadmap 
① 2018

Year
Development Targets for Each Business and Period Status of Progress

(As of Nov. 2018)Contents of Development
 Development Period

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

2018

1) Contrivance of QRsPAY Project and preparation 
of business plan document

Completed

2) Development of Wallets and ICO homepage Completed

3) Development of QRsPAY Coins based on 
blockchain APP

Development 
completed for Coins 
based on blockchain 
APP

4) Payment of QRsPAY Coins based on 
blockchain APP

Nov. 16, 2018

5) Contrivance and planning of QRsPAY global 
blockchain distribution and settlement system

Preparation completed

5-1) Blockchain integrated distribution ledgers 
and the interface system

Development planned

5-2) Blockchain distribution ledgers for 
registration of products and the interface 
system

Development planned

5-3) Blockchain distribution ledgers for payment 
and the interface settlement system by 
QRsPAY Coins   

Development planned

5-4) Blockchain distribution ledgers for delivery 
and the interface system

Development planned

5-5) Blockchain distribution ledgers for 
administration of reputation and the interface 
system

Development planned

6) Contrivance of and establishment of plans for 
P2P direct transaction shopping malls for 
excellent products

Preparation completed

7) Development and service of P2P direct 
transaction shopping malls for excellent products

Under development

8) Development of special secret QR Code (Serial 
Number, Wide AI)

Under development

9) Contrivance and planning of blockchain 
authentication/certification system

Establishment 
completed

9-1) (First Stage of Authentication/Certification 
System) Development and service of integrated 
DB authentication/certification system and Coin 
payment system

Development 
completed

9-2) (2nd Stage of Authentication/Certification 
System) Development and service of 
blockchain authentication/certification system 
and Coin payment system

Under development

10) Development of system for 
authentication/certification and payment of 
reward blockchains for unique identification 
labels

- Authentication/certification and reward of 
purchases, genuine products, HALAL and 
green products

Under development

- Authentication/certification and reward of 
advertising

Under development

- Authentication/certification and reward of 
learning contents

Development planned

- Authentication/certification and reward of 
discount points at affiliated stores

Development planned

11) Electronic wallets Development planned
12) Card system Development planned
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② 2019

Year

Development Targets for Each Business and Period
Status of Progress

(As of Nov. 2018)Contents of Development
 Development Period

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

2019

1) Contrivance and planning of QRsPAY global 
blockchain distribution and settlement system

1-1) Blockchain integrated distribution ledgers 
and the interface system

1-2) Blockchain distribution ledgers for 
registration of products and the interface 
system

1-3) Blockchain distribution ledgers for payment 
and the interface settlement system by 
QRsPAY Coins  

1-4) Blockchain distribution ledgers for delivery 
and the interface system

1-5) Blockchain distribution ledgers for 
administration of reputation and the interface 
system

2) Contrivance of and establishment of plans for 
P2P direct transaction shopping malls for excellent 
products  

7) Development and service of P2P direct 
transaction shopping malls for excellent products

8) Development of special secret QR Code (Serial 
Number, Wide AI)

Under development

9) Contrivance and planning of blockchain 
authentication/certification system

E s t a b l i s h m e n t 
completed

9-1) (First Stage of Authentication/Certification 
System) Development and service of integrated 
DB authentication/certification system and Coin 
payment system

Service under 
operation

9-2) (2nd Stage of Authentication/Certification 
System) Development and service of 
blockchain authentication/certification system 
and Coin payment system

Under development

10) Development of system for 
authentication/certification and payment of reward 
blockchains for unique identification labels

- Authentication/certification and reward of 
purchases, genuine products, HALAL and 
green products

Under development

- Authentication/certification and reward of 
advertising

Under development

- Authentication/certification and reward of 
learning contents

Development planned

- Authentication/certification and reward of 
discount points at affiliated stores

Development planned

11) Electronic wallets Development planned
12) Card system Development planned
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Date
Major Contents

Establishment of 
Implementation Plan

Development of Technology White Paper ICO Listing Service (Disclosure)

Oct. 2017
2018 ~ Mar.

Organization of QRsPAY 
Project TFT / Market 
survey

Apr. ~ Jun. 
2018

Adoption of blockchain open 
source algorithm, business plan

May ~ Aug. 
2018

Inauguration of ICO site, 
development of wallets and 
establishment of plan for 
progress of ICO

Development of QRsPAY Coin 
Wallet, development of homepage

Payment of Coins 
and preparation of 
ICO

Aug. 2018
Inauguration of 
ICO homepage
qrspay.com

Jul. ~ Sep. 2018
Completion of development of 
QRsPAY Coin based on 
blockchain App. 

Payment possible 
from Oct. 2018

Nov. 2018
~ Mar. 2019

Development of special secret 
QR Code (Serial Number, Wide 
AI)

Launch of service 
from Apr. 2019

Jul. ~ Dec. 2018

Establishment of 
development plan for 
authentication/certification 
system based on integrated 
DB server (for execution 
of blockchain transfer 
service) 

(1st Stage of 
Authentication/Certification 
System) 
Development of integrated DB 
authentication/certification system 
and Coin payment system

Launch of service 
from Dec. 2018

Oct. 2018 Establishment of development (2nd Stage of Launch of service 

6. Plan for Operation of Budget
1) ICO (1.8 Bil. EA - 15%)
① QRsPAY Coin fund for guarantee of main international currency: 7.5%
② Developm ent cost: 3.0%
③ Maintenance cost: 1.4%
④ Marketing: 1.0%
⑤ Legal: 0.3%
⑥ Business procedure cost: 0.3%
⑦ Operating cost: 1.5% 

2) Business & Other (10.2 Bil. EA - 85%)
① QRsPAY Coins for guarantee of main international currency: 13.3%
② For settlement of distribution margins at P2P direct transaction shopping malls for excellent 

products: 12.5%
③ For authentication/certification query and Coin reward of advertising, learning contents and discount point at 

affiliated stores: 5.0% 
③ For reward of Coins for authentication/certification query for purchase of genuine products: 6.7%
④ For Reserve Fund: 11.7% 
⑤ For Advisors/Officers/Partners: 33.3%
⑥ For donation free of charge (education of children, broken families, support of projects for 

protection of infants, children and pregnant women, marketing communities and others): 2.5%
 

7. Overall Schedule for QRsPAY Platform (System Development, 
Service and Listing)
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~ Mar. 2019
plan for blockchain 
authentication/certification 
system

Authentication/Certification 
System)
Development of blockchain 
authentication/certification system 
and Coin payment system

from Mar. 2019

Sep. 2018
~ Mar. 2019

Development of 
authentication/certification and 
reward system for purchases, 
genuine products, HALAL and 
green products

Launch of service 
from Mar. 2019

Oct. 2018
~ Mar. 2019

Development of 
authentication/certification and 
reward site of advertising

Mar. 2019

 Dec. 2018
~Jul. 2019

Development of 
authentication/certification and 
reward site of learning contents

Jul. 2019

Dec. 2018
~ Nov. 2019

Development of 
authentication/certification and 
reward site of discount points 
at affiliated stores

Nov. 2019

Sep. ~ Nov. 
2018

Preparation 
of White 
Paper

Sep. 30, 2018
Completion of 
preparation

Disclosure 
of White 
Paper 
Version 1.0

Nov. 2018
Disclosure of 
White Paper 
(Publication)

Oct. ~ Nov. 2018 Establishment of plan for 
Coin ICO Marketing

Pre-ICO, ICO, 
Global ICO Nov. 2018

Nov. 2018
~ Feb. 2019

Establishment of plan for 
distribution through P2P 
sites before listing of 
Coins

Development of P2P Coin 
transaction system (site)

Launch of service 
from Feb. 2019

Oct. 2018
~ Dec. 2018

Establishment of plan for 
listing with other exchanges

Listing with 
other 
exchanges 
(listing with 
3 or more 
exchanges 
targeted)

Listing planned no 
later than Dec. 
2018

Aug. 2018
~ Dec. 2018

Establishment of operation 
plan for P2P direct 
transaction shopping malls 
for excellent products

Development of system for P2P 
direct transaction shopping malls 
for excellent products

Launch of service 
from Dec. 2018

Development of settlement 
system for concurrent use of 
cash and Coins

Completion of 
development by 
Dec. 2018

Oct. 2018
~ Mar. 2019

Establishment of business 
plan for P2P creative 
project site and the 
blockchain system

Development of P2P creative 
project site and the blockchain 
system

Launch of service 
from Mar. 2019

Nov. 2018
~ Feb. 2019

Contrivance of P2P Coin 
transaction site and 
establishment of the 
development plan

Development of site Launch of service 
from Feb. 2019

Nov. 2018
~ Apr. 2019

Establishment of business 
plan for development of 
P2P Coin brokerage 
exchange system and the 
platform

Development of P2P Coin 
brokerage exchange system

Launch of service 
from Apr. 2019

Nov. 2018
~ Feb. 2019

Establishment of plan for 
development of electronic 
wallet system

Development of electronic wallet 
system

Launch of service 
from Feb. 2019

Nov. 2018
~ Feb. 2019

Establishment of plan for 
development of card system Development of card system Launch of service 

from Feb. 2019
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Ⅶ. Analysis of QRsPAY SERVICE Investment and Revenue 
1. Status of Overall Business Progress for Each Service and Partner 

(Based on Details of Actual Progress)

    

Category
Details of Business Progress

Partner Major Progresses Consumers and 
Products Time Major Contents

Certification 
of genuine 

products

Nov. ~ 
Dec. 2018

· Certification of 
genuine products, 
purchases and 
advertising

· China Lawyers 
Association

http://beidoujunhe.top

· Oct. 18, 2018 
Execution of strategic 
cooperation agreement

· Food products and other 
articles necessary for about 
50 million people including 
infants, children and pregnant 
women (use of the system 
for certification of genuine 
products)

Jan. 2019
· Certification of 
genuine products
· Platform for 
commercial transactions

· 2 government 
agencies in China, 
power bloggers

· Oct. 18, 2018 
Execution of strategic 
cooperation agreement

· Products for infants, 
children and pregnant women 
in China
· Certification of genuine 
products, products requiring direct 
transactions

 Nov. ~ 
Dec. 2018

· Certification of 
genuine products, 
purchases and 
advertising
· Transaction of 
products (overseas 
trading)

· Minelife
http://minelife.co.kr/web

· Product marketing 
and direct investment 
under discussions as 
of Oct. 2018

· About 50 mil. persons 
including infants, children, 
pregnant women and others 
· 6 products including 
toothpaste, soap and others

Nov. ~ 
Dec. 2018

· Certification of 
genuine products, 
purchases and 
advertising
· Transaction of 
products (overseas 
trading)

· DND Electronics 
Co., Ltd.

http://www.dndele.com

· Product marketing 
and cooperation plans 
under discussions as 
of Oct. 2018

· Manufacturing device of 
sterilization water
· Microwave oven

Nov. 2018
· Certification of 
genuine products
· Tracking of history 
and locations

· Cigarette companies · Unique labels 
mandated from 2020

· Cigarettes
- 4.5 Bil. packs/year 

(KT&G)
- 350 Bil. packs/year (entire 

world)

Nov. 2018
· Certification of 
genuine products
· Tracking of history 
and locations

· Automobile 
companies

· Pharmaceutical 
companies

· Marketing activities 
under progress

· Genuine original auto parts
· Replacement of RFID

P2P
direct 

transaction 
shopping 

malls

 Dec. 2018
. Direct transaction of 
products
. Under development 
internally

· Minelife · Direct transaction 
mall under 
development
· Selection of 
products under 
progress

· 6 products including 
toothpaste, soap and others

· DND Electronics 
Co., Ltd.

· Manufacturing device of 
sterilization water
· Microwave oven

· Shouguangshi in 
China

· Direct transaction 
mall of regional 
products and 
agricultural products

· Products for infants, 
children and pregnant women 
in China
· Citizens in Shouguangshi in 
China

QRsPAY 
Coin 
settlement 
system

Dec. 2018
· Contrivance for 
development of system
· Pilot operation for 
franchises planned

· Franchises

· Completion of 
development of 
QRsPAY Coin 
Wallet

· System under 
development

· Overall across all areas of 
products and services sold
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2. Major Investment

Year Ratio of Budget for Each Major Business (Relative 
to ICO) Plan of Financing

2018~2020

① QRsPAY Coin fund for guarantee of main 
international currency: 7.5%

② Development cost 3.0%
③ Maintenance cost 1.4%
④ Marketing 1.0%
⑤ Legal: 0.3%
⑥ Business procedure cost: 0.3%
⑦ Operating cost 1.5% 

To be dispensed by the fund raised by 
ICO exchange of 1.8 billion EA of 
QRsPAY Coins

3. Revenue Structure

Type of Revenue Details Market 
Environment

Customers and 
Related Parties

QRsPAY
Platform

① Royalty income 

· Tool for creation of special 
secret QR Code

  (Serial Number, Wide
  AI) and intellectual property 

right

· Publicized QR Code 
technology

· Supply of special 
secret QR

 Code 

· Overseas business 
entity for supply of 
security solutions

· Manufacturing 
companies

· Intellectual property right for 
printing and use of QR code 
by large-scale users for 
certification of genuine 
products (tracking of history 
and locations)   

※ Increase of usage quantity 
due to purchase of coins for 
reward of certification queries

· Use mandated from 
2020 · Cigarette companies

· Can replace use of 
RFID

· Pharmaceutical 
companies

· Role of hologram 
insufficient for 
prevention of forgery 

· Auto parts, cosmetics, 
prestigious products, 
safety products and 
others

② P2P 
direct 
transaction 
shopping 
malls

Membership admission 
fees and merchandise 
slotting fees

· Excellent products (cosmetics, 
life science products and 
others)

· Devoid of direct 
transaction shopping 
malls without 
distribution margins

· Purchase of products 
based on general 
barcodes

· Customers (Producers, 
Consumers) 

Fabrication cost of secret 
QR code or S/W tools

· Fabrication of customized 
unique identification labels 
(QR Code) 

· Producers

Commissions for product 
transactions

· Sales commissions from the 
products merchandised at the 
malls

· Producers, consumers

Event revenues · Support of producer events

③ QRsPAY Platform membership 
admission fees and annual 
membership admission fees

· No distribution margins 
applicable to buyers or 
settlement of discounted prices 
by Coins

· Rapid conversion of Coins 
into cash at low commissions 
by business entities

· Charge of credit card 
commissions

· Burden of period for 
exchange of credit 
card bills with cash

· Producers, sellers
· Consumers

④ Use fees of QRsPAY settlement 
system

Trading
(China)

① Supply of products related to 
China Lawyers Association

· Supply of food products and 
other articles necessary for 
infants, children and pregnant 
women

· Certification of 
genuine products is 
necessary due to 
distribution of fake 
products.

· Producers

② Supply of products related to 
the bonded areas in China

· Supply of commercial 
transaction products for 
bonded areas

· Certification of 
genuine products is 
necessary due to 
distribution of fake 
products.

· Producers
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Ⅷ. Introduction of Company
1. Outlines

1) Company Name : GREENUDIA Co., Ltd.
2) CEO : Jong Hyun Kim
3) Date of Incorporation: February 2018 
4) Location: Fl 7, Superior Tower, 528, Teheran-ro, Gangnam-gu, Seoul Special City
5) CEO

Expert in diverse fields including Anti-counterfeiting field, SI (System Integrator) field, Corporate 
Consulting and Investment field, Blockchain Plan and Design field, Corporate Business 
Management and others

2. Major Businesses
1) Contrivance and design of projects based on blockchains for replacement of existing 

industries and the commercialization thereof
2) Development and operation of blockchain (distributed ledgers) platforms of diversified 

functions
① Development and supply of special QR code (Serial Number, Wide AI) developed for the 

first time in the world
② Authentication and reward system of unique identification labels (products, advertising, 

learning contents, saving points)
③ P2P direct transaction shopping malls of excellent products
④ Commercialization as a main international currency with the Coin settlement system in 

QRsPAY Platform

Ⅸ. Investor Protection Devices
1. Most of Coins are used for authentication/certification and reward offered as a service and as 

the media for QRsPAY service transactions.
2. Support of investment recovery by listing with the renowned exchanges within a short period 

of time after reducing the length of ICO period.  

Ⅹ. Recovery
1. Support of P2P transactions before and after listing (grant of Send function to individuals)
2. Listing with the exchange in December 2018
3. Registration and use of Master Card (UDAX listed Coin)
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Ⅺ. Introduction of Team
1. CEO

Expert in diverse fields including Anti-counterfeiting field, SI (System Integrator) field, Corporate 
Consulting and Investment field, Blockchain Plan and Design field, Corporate Business 
Management and others

2. Development Team
① Development of blockchain virtual currencies
② Development of authentication/certification system for genuine products
③ Development of authentication/certification system for advertising
④ Development of P2P direct transaction shopping malls for excellent products
⑤ Development of online and offline QRsPAY Coin settlement system
⑥ Development of blockchain distributed ledgers (integrated block, product registration block, 

Payment block, delivery block, reputation administration block) 
⑦ Development of interface systems: Product registration, Payment, Delivery Tracking 

System, Reputation System

3. Advisor
① Founders of Global Coin Exchanges (2 persons) : Establishment of 8 business locations 

under progress (establishment of Korean operation completed)
② Expert human resource POOL : Operation planned with the scale of around 20 persons

- Composition of human resource pool by developers of blockchain platform (certification 
and reward fields, P2P direct transaction shopping malls, P2P coin exchanges) and 
advisors, corporate management consultants, investment consultants, Coin ICO and 
marketing experts, related scholars and others

Ⅻ. Disclaimer and Precautions in Investment
It is entreated that the proper cares be exercised in execution of QRsPAY Coin transactions after 
fully understanding the legal disclaimer and the precautions in investment in advance. 

This legal disclaimer is applicable to all of the business entities and individuals who read this 
White Paper or participate in the businesses of QRsPAY Platform related to the QRsPAY Coin 
transactions, the authentication/certification and reward system of the unique identification labels 
based on blockchains, the P2P direct transaction shopping malls, the QRsPAY Coin settlement 
system and others.
This disclaimer and the precautions in investment can be amended and updated from time to time 
depending on the QRsPAY policies of the operation agent (the corporation or Leader Staff) of 
QRsPAY Platform without prior notices. 
Please make reference to the site www.qrspay.com for the updated versions of the White Paper. 

Merely reading this White Paper does not create any relationships between you (referred to as 
“related persons,” “Coin traders” or “owners” hereinafter) and GREENUDIA (referred to as 
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“supplier or distributor,” “seller,” “operator” or “developer” hereinafter). 
QRsPAY Coins do not grant the right in any form to exchange the cryptocurrencies or the general 
currencies with the common shares or any other types of shares of the seller. The owners of 
QRsPAY Coins are not entitled to the dividends in any guaranteed way and are granted only the 
specific rights in accordance with the policies of QRsPAY Project.  
The QRsPAY Coin is a coin coming with a diversity of ecosystems predicated on blockchains 
based on the operation of the integrated Coin settlement system for the first time in the world, the 
P2P direct transaction shopping malls of excellent products without distribution margins and the 
system whereby the users are rewarded by coins after performing the procedure to authenticate the 
unique identification labels (unique identification marks) attached by the producers, advertising 
sponsors and others by using the dedicated QRsPAY App. 
The method of Coin sales is distinguished into the initial Pre-ICO, ICO and Global ICO and total 
12 billion EA of Coins are mined and issued including those intended for business purposes, out 
of which 1.8 billion EA will be listed while being used as the business fund after exchange 
through ICOs over times for 3 years and the residual 10.2 billion EA will be used for QRsPAY 
Platform services and the Coins are planned to be listed from the time when their use is expanded 
on a continuous basis. 

The QRsPAY Coins will be continuously traded and used as they are sold to the general public 
and used for the purpose of authentication/certification and reward services. 

The QRsPAY Coins are paid as the reward free of charge for the authentication carried out for 
the unique identification labels (purchase of products, advertising, learning contents, saving points at 
affiliated stores and others) based on the special QR code (Serial Number, Wide AI) developed for 
the first time in the world and represented by the producers or advertising sponsors on the 
products or advertising materials and the P2P direct transaction shopping malls without distribution 
margins are operated by the fabrication and uploading of the Internet information (documents) or 
videos directly by the system users where the producers (advertising sponsors) and consumers 
(users) are allowed to execute the transactions directly. 

The above services can be operated by distinguishing between the Services and Coins depending 
on the efficient progress of the businesses and the result forecast thereof but in this case the 
appropriate compensations will be provided to prevent any damages to the existing owners of 
Coins and all of the owners of Coins should consent to the QRsPAY Platform policies of the 
operation agent (the corporation or Leader Staff) of QRsPAY Platform. 

Based on the linkage with the QRsPAY settlement system, the price of QRsPAY Coins will be 
maintained at a predefined base level during the initial period but from the time when the Coin 
settlement system is activated, the price of Coins can be changed depending on the market 
situation.  

As the projects which can be realized in substance, the QRsPAY Platform services are the 
blockchain industry fields to replace the existing industries. The development of related technology 
based on the business progress schedule for each service under this project can either be expedited 
or delayed depending on the performance progress of the QRsPAY Coin exchanges and in regard 
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of the delay in business progresses caused by deferment of service realization and listing, the 
QRsPAY policies of the operation agent (the corporation or Leader Staff) of QRsPAY Platform 
should be consented to. 

The QRsPAY Coins do not assume the role of the marketable securities with the voting right and 
dividend right granted in any of the centralized countries or administrative jurisdiction. Accordingly, 
this White Paper does not recommend the subscription to or investment in the marketable securities 
in any of the countries or administrative jurisdiction and it is also advised that it is not the 
document prepared as the guidance or prospectus based on such purport. 

This White Paper is the Business Proposal by the QRsPAY Leaders Staff for enhancement of the 
value of Coins by creating the sturdy ecosystems based on the development of technology and 
deployment of the service marketing activities related to the progress of service businesses 
predicated on the blockchains as well as the diversified functions of Coins and is intended to 
provide the related information.  

The contents of this White Paper were not prepared for economic FinTech or financial publicity 
nor should the White Paper be adopted as the direct reason for the investment activities in any of 
the details such as the objectives of technology development, the contents of service and others 
and the investment is neither encouraged nor persuaded by this White Paper, which should be 
remembered by the related persons, purchasers, owners and others of QRsPAY Coins. 

The persons expecting to purchase the QRsPAY Coins should carry out the related acts based on 
the prudent investigation, review and evaluation of all risks of the cryptocurrencies and the risks 
related to ICO and each related service. It is recommended to clearly understand and verify all 
potential risks before acquisition of QRsPAY Coins. Before the participation in the QRsPAY Coin 
business activities of any kind, either directly or indirectly, the independent and individual agents 
are encouraged to seek the advices related to the business potential, financial and legal issues and 
others. 

The relevant parties acknowledge and agree that they do not purchase the QRsPAY Coins for 
immediate resale after investment or for any other financial purposes. However, in case the resale 
or others are allowed in common based on the QRsPAY Coin policies after purchase of Coins, the 
particulars will be arranged to be confirmed at the site www.qrspay.com. 

The statements in this White Paper include the statements of the operation agent (the corporation 
or Leader Staff) of QRsPAY Platform, PM, cooperating partners and others on the prospect and 
growth potential of the businesses including the opinions on the current and future plans of the 
operation agent (the corporation or Leaders Staff) of QRsPAY Platform related to the seller and 
the divisions and industries operated by the seller and the plans in relation to the blockchains and 
related systems developed for the services of QRsPAY Coins, the details of diverse services, the 
execution roadmap related to the development of exchanges, listing and others, operation result, 
business strategies, future business plans and others. 
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The expressions within sentences such as “vision and objectives,” “development roadmap,” 
“project,” “targets,” “diverse ecosystems are created,” “will be developed,” “will be achieved,” 
“forecast” and others convey the meaning of future or retain the future-oriented nature. All of the 
statements regarding the future forecasts are related to the risks and uncertainties. Therefore, there 
are or may be the factors which bring about the significant differences between the actual result of 
the seller and those expressed in these statements. Those factors include, but are not limited to, 
the details presented in the terms and conditions of sales before execution of QRsPAY Coin 
transactions. 

The statements in this White Paper related to the plan and forecast of the businesses reflect the 
current opinions of the operation agent (the corporation or Leader Staff) of the QRsPAY Platform 
related to the services to be progressed in the future and others and will be influenced by the 
progress of businesses in the QRsPAY Platform, the result of actual operations and a diversity of 
risks, uncertainties and expected future outcomes related to the growth strategy such as the future 
strategies and others. These statements for forecast of the future are valid only during the notice 
period of this White Paper. Before drawing the economic or business decisions, the Coin traders 
and cooperating partners should specifically review and evaluate the factors identified in the terms 
and conditions of sales suggested in each stage by this White Paper and the QRsPAY Project for 
which the actual result can be varied. 

The statements in this White Paper are not intended as the forecast of profits and the statements 
in this White Paper should not be interpreted as meaning that the financial value and others of the 
operation agent (the corporation or Leader Staff) of the QRsPAY Platform for the current or future 
years would be the same as those suggested in this White Paper.    

Since the QRsPAY Coin is not the marketable securities, the operation agent (the corporation or 
Leader Staff) of the QRsPAY Platform believes that the Securities Act in the country where the 
Coin will be sold or used need not be complied with. However, by developing, selling and 
servicing the Coins in a way not to breach the Securities Act in different countries, it is planned 
to prevent the violation of the current laws in force. 

Related Sites
◎ WALLET  www.qrspay.com 
◎ Site for P2P direct transaction of excellent products, authentication and reward related to advertising  

www.qrspay.co.kr 


